
MILYAKBURRA 

COMMUNITY ADVISORY BOARD 

AGENDA  

  
Shire Council Chambers on 19/05/2011 

 
 
 

MEETING OPENING TIME:      10am 

ATTENDANCE AND APOLOGIES: Denisia Lalara, Stefano Lalara, Lucinda Bara, 
Lynette Bara, Wilfred Wurramara, Justin Mamarika, Rita Bara, Jamani Lalara, Janet 
Bara, Kenneth Mamarika, Janice Mamarika, Ian Wurramara, Morgan Wurramara, 
Helen Numamurdirdi, Kriselda Wurramara, Jonah Wurramara, Kieran Jaragba, 
Jessie Mamarika, Darura Lalara, Alan Wurramara, Joy Yantarrnga, Kathyanne 
Wurramara, Paul Pini, Roger Teague, Elaine Fernandez, Keith Hansen 

NOMINATION OF CHAIRPERSON: Existing: Stefano Lalara 

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING:  
Proposed: Paul Pini.  Accepted: Stefano Lalara 

GENERAL BUSINESS:  
MORGAN WURRAMARA:   suggested about the fences in the meeting.  
  
KEITH HANSEN:    the ideas of the community need to wait with the Shire to discuss 
the issues at the meeting. 
 
DENISIA LALARA:   water park; if Milyakburra could have one? Ask the council if 
they could seek funding. 
 
KEITH HANSEN:  GEAT  to look at putting in swimming pool, not quite sure on this. 
 
PAUL PINI:   if it a possibility to have  recreation at the oval,  also to get activities to 
start up, look at recreation to get the money to support from the  association funding. 
 
MORGAN WURRAMARA:   the oval was needed for the use of our children. 
 
ROGER TEAGUE:   talked about the RAPA, people need to understand. 
 
STEFANO LALARA:   cyclone shelter, it will be happening in the dry season. 
 
Paul Pini:   talked about the cyclone, it has to be discussed more because of the 
slow process. 
 
KEITH HANSEN:   talked about the cyclone shelter, it has to come from the 
community, and it is a slow process. 
 
NTU:   coming to help people for training. 
 
PAUL PINI:    on-going process of building the shelter, they are still talking about it. 



 
KEITH HANSEN:   community advisory boards have to listen to the communities. Be 
one voice - get together - work together - stand together in one meeting. 
 
MORGAN WURRAMARA:   talked about the community having to speak with one 
voice. 
 
KEITH HANSEN:   next meeting July. 
 
ROGER TEAGUE:   suggest it has to be monthly meeting. 
 
MORGAN WURRAMARA:    the issue of road to Ammurrumanja has to be 
addressed to GEBIE. The money is there to be used. 
 
KEITH HANSEN:   the money is from the Shire to maintain the road to the 
outstation. The money for the road is there but has been given to the Rangers. 
 
VIOLET HUDDLESTON:    discussed of the house lots 15, about the lights. 
 
KEITH HANSEN:    renovation of community houses, asking the GEBIE for 
Milyakburra and Avis renovation. 
 
MORGAN WURRAMARA:    talked about the houses to consultation to be fair with 
the three communities and to be treated the same way. 
 
KEITH HANSEN:    talked about lot 30 to move. 
 
HELEN NUMAMURDIRDI:    talked about rebuild making the structure, of making 
the house good and refurbished. 
 
MORGAN WURRAMARA:    talked about the outstation, to build house from GEAT 
has been identified. 
 
RITA BARA:    talked about people has to be positive to stay in outstation. 
 
KEITH HANSEN:     streets need to be named in the community.  Will be discussed 
at next meeting. 
  

DATE & TIME OF NEXT MEETING: 20.6.11 @ 10am 

MEETING CLOSING TIME: 11.30am 

 

 

 

 

 


